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Abstract
The dominant acoustic modeling methodology based on Hid-
den Markov Models is known to have certain weaknesses. Par-
tial solutions to these flaws have been presented, but the funda-
mental problem remains: compression of the data to a compact
HMM discards useful information such as time dependencies
and speaker information. In this paper, we look at pure exam-
ple based recognition as a solution to this problem. By replac-
ing the HMM with the underlying examples, all information in
the training data is retained. We show how information about
speaker and environment can be used, introducing a new inter-
pretation of adaptation. The basis for the recognizer is the well-
known DTW algorithm, which has often been used for small
tasks. However, large vocabulary speech recognition introduces
new demands, resulting in an explosion of the search space. We
show how this problem can be tackled using a data driven ap-
proach which selects appropriate speech examples as candidates
for DTW-alignment.

1. Introduction
The great advances in large vocabulary speech recognition sys-
tems over the past two decades were largely due to the power
and flexibility of the HMM framework. HMMs could simul-
taneously exploit the continuous increase in available training
data and computing power. The most important scalability
knobs in the HMM framework were the very detailed multi-
gaussian density modeling and the context-dependent acoustic
modeling. At the same time a basic criticism of the HMM con-
cept —i.e. the first order Markov assumption— was countered
by adding derivatives in the feature input, the context-dependent
phone concept and speaker adaptation. In the last few years
progress seems finally to be running out of steam. Model based
statistical pattern recognition leads to optimal recognition un-
der the condition that the model is correct. But we all agree that
even after 20 years of patches the model is still NOT correct.

One alternative to improve the model further is to rely on
discriminative and minimum error training. We take a drasti-
cally different approach. We do away with the model altogether.
Yes, we do recognition straight from the data, reminiscent of
old-fashioned dynamic time warping. Our motivation is multi-
fold. The primary one is that we are not succeeding in designing
appropriate models for the transient nature of speech. Either
we keep it simple and it works to some extent (e.g. context-
dependent models and time derivatives) or we make it complex
and we fail (e.g. trajectory models). Other clear evidence of our
poor understanding of speech and transients in particular is the
quality jump achieved by fully concatenative speech synthesis
by applying the motto: “no modeling, just data”. So why not do
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me in recognition in a much broader scope: “no modeling
oustic-phonetics, speakers, acoustic environments, etc.—
ata”.
f course simple DTW doesn’t solve our problem as we
to tackle large vocabulary continuous speech. First of

e need to adjust the template concept to work with sub-
units. Based on the experience gained with concatenative
h synthesis, we expect that the implementation of maxi-
continuity in the unit selection will be critical to success.
y we can make use of very large acoustic-phonetic con-

but we also have implicit control over speaker properties
er, dialect, vocal tract length (VTL),. . . ) and acoustics.
this “non-verbal” information may give a new interpre-
to adaptation. But the foremost problem is the compu-

al load which at first glance seems unsurmountable. The
nce database is already gigantic, the search space is even
. Gigabytes of memory and teraflops will help, but won’t

e job alone. Part of the solution here will be a consider-
ottom-up component for which we find motivation in the
oacoustic and physiologic literature [1].
this paper we describe the detailed architecture of our ex-
based large vocabulary recognition in Section 2. In Sec-
we describe the bottom-up template selection procedure.

ction 4 we present results on a first set of experiments.
many details need to be filled in before the system is

lete, we think we are at a point where we can prove that
ple based recognition is both feasible and competitive.

. Overview of the new example based
architecture

ple based recognition compares the speech input with
tenations of suitable templates from a database. The

h engine picks out lexically legal templates to form words,
hose words are further combined to form sentence ex-
s. These concatenations are aligned with the incoming
h by a dynamic time warping algorithm for continuous
h. The example based framework is well-equipped to han-
e transient nature of speech, both within sounds (template

ent) and on a higher level (smoothness constraints on
ate concatenation). The number of all possible concate-
s (i.e. the search space) turns out to be too large, even for

m search. That problem leads us to the natural solution of
a bottom-up template selection.

The template database

oustic knowledge of the new recognizer is contained in the
ate database. An important design parameter is the length
templates. Typically, former example based connected

h recognizers used whole-word templates [2]. The disad-
ge of word templates is obvious, but very short templates



may prove to be cumbersome as well: the search space grows as
the templates get shorter and bottom-up template selection (see
section 3) might become less reliable. When the training corpus
is large enough, increasing the template size from phonemes to
syllables may be an option.

A major difference to previous example based systems is
that we will use the entire database. Formerly, prototype exam-
ples were extracted from the database by clustering methods to
save on memory and computation time [3]. Because we store
the entire database in the original order, the complete acoustic-
phonetic context of each template will be available.

Another key aspect of the database is the non-verbal in-
formation that can be added to each template. Both speaker-
dependent (e.g. gender, VTL and dialect) and environmental
(SNR, type of noise, etc.) information can be attached, as well
as special features such as prosodic annotation.

2.2. DTW for continuous speech

The Dynamic Time Warping algorithm is widely known be-
cause of its use in many small vocabulary isolated word recog-
nition tools. The algorithm is typically written as a recursion,
incorporating constraints on possible transitions. For within-
template alignment, we use:

Dt(y
t) = min

8<
:

Dt−1(y
t) + dt(y

t)w1 if yt−1 �= yt−2

Dt−1(y
t − 1) + dt(y

t)
Dt−1(y

t − 2) + dt(y
t)w2

(1)

Here Dt(y
t) is the score of the partial path of length t that

reaches frame number yt and dt(y
t) is the local distance be-

tween the input frame and the template frame. The factors w1

and w2 are extra local costs for staying in and for skipping
a template frame respectively. The condition in the first line
is the Itakura local constraint [2], which ensures that the path
“stretches” the template with no more than a factor 2.

The success of DTW for isolated word recognition incited
researchers in the eighties to extend the algorithm to continu-
ous speech recognition [4]. Apart from the template-internal
transitions expressed in equation 1, partial paths can now also
branch to each lexically legal successor template when reaching
a template boundary. A path that crosses a template boundary
receives an extra cost:

Trans(Templ(yt−1), Templ(yt)) + LMCost (2)

LMCost is the language model cost when the partial path has
crossed a word boundary. The Templ(.) “operator” returns
the template that contains the given frame number. The term
Trans(A,B) is the transition cost between the two templates.

2.3. Features and local distance metric

The local distance metric in DTW plays exactly the same role
as the emission probabilities in the HMM framework, assuming
single gaussians and pooled variances. By use of multigaus-
sians and state dependent variances, HMMs use a non-uniform
metric. For the time being we have restricted ourselves to a fea-
ture independent Euclidean distance metric. As features we use
sine-liftered cepstra and first-order derivatives. Optimization of
this part of the recognizer —which is clearly needed— is not
part of the currently presented research.

2.4. The template transition cost Trans(A,B)

When two templates are concatenated, a suitable cost is added,
depending on how “smooth” the resulting path is. The same
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s found in speech synthesis [5]. Next to a term that con-
the global insertion rate, additional penalties are added to
mplate transition cost:
he first penalty is the cost for incorrect acoustic-phonetic
xt. Since the complete context for each template is avail-
contextual constraints can be more complex than classical
triphones. Furthermore, eliminating the transition cost for
ncatenation of two templates that were recorded in that
will introduce a strong preference for longer segments.
second penalty is based on information about speaker or
nment of the templates that are concatenated. The effect
s cost is that paths with consistent non-verbal informa-
re preferred. Although there is no hard constraint, these
will result in parallel specialized example based models,
can be seen as an implicit form of adaptation. For exam-
hen the cost to switch from a female template to a male
ate is higher than the beam threshold, the path can only
d further in an acoustic space that has been completely
ed to female speech. In reality, the adaptation will remain
but it will occur for many different aspects of the non-
l information at the same time. It is also conceivable that
constraints will be made hard, except for at certain time
, where a possible speaker-change is indicated by another
ocessing module [6]. And in contrast to explicit adapta-

ethods, it is possible that paths with different consistent
erbal information are examined at the same time. Never-
s, the implicit adaptation mechanism in no way prevents
e of explicit adaptation methods such as VTLN.
he template transition cost turns out to be a very useful ve-
to introduce further knowledge into the recognizer. How-
we have yet to devise a method to estimate the suitable
s for the penalties. Remark that all this extra power is ob-

from labeling the training data, while no estimation of
eters from the test sample is needed as is the case in an
recognizer.

The search space

entioned in section 2.1, our aim is to use the entire training
ase for recognition. A closer look at the DTW algorithm
es a problem, however. Each time a partial path reaches
d of a template, it can branch to all lexically legal suc-

r templates. Therefore, compared to HMM decoders, the
ge branching factor of the search space is multiplied by the
er of examples of each elementary part. It is clear that the
inatorial effect of this increase on the number of possible
severely complicates the search. In a normal top-down
search, constraints on the beamsize would force the prun-

f partial paths after a template transition to be based on
distance scores of only one or two further frames.
o all appearance, the vastness of the search space makes
own beam search for example based large vocabulary con-
us speech recognition impossible. Hence it is essential

ehow select interesting templates based on criteria other
artial path scores. This requirement suggests our solution
uses a bottom-up (or data driven) template selection.

3. Bottom-up template selection
ata driven template selection module is designed to sug-
nteresting templates to the top-down DTW decoder. For
nput frame, a list of templates that have high enough prob-

y to match the following piece of input are returned. To
r that information, the bottom-up part performs an acous-
ok-ahead [7], preceding the DTW search by about the
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the k-nearest neighbours (darker
dots represent smaller distances) and the output of the time fil-
ter. A connected digit string is compared to 13 templates from
different speakers. The trapezia show the working of the time fil-
ter: the base of each trapezium delimits the time slice in which
the template is candidate for path extension in the top-down
part. For this very small example, 3% of all distances were cal-
culated. One correct match is magnified.

length of the longest template in the training set.
The template selection module consists of two blocks.

Since the number of acoustic vectors in a large corpus would
be prohibitively large for full distance calculation, only a small
fraction of acoustic distances in the neighbourhood of the input
vector is calculated. Hence a fast k-nearest neighbour selection
is needed. In a second phase, the time evolution of the nearest
neighbours is investigated to find template candidates.

3.1. Fast k-nearest neighbour selection

The problem of finding the k-nearest acoustic vectors given an
input vector is a standard, but difficult problem. Most efficient
algorithms are only useful in a two-dimensional space or in a
very high dimensional space with a limited number of vectors.

Different fast k-nearest neighbours algorithms can be used
in our new recognizer. For the prototype system a modified and
extended form of the “Roadmap” algorithm [8] was developed
with promising results.

3.2. Time filtering

The bottom-up template selection idea is based on the fact that,
given a sequence of k-nearest neighbour vectors, it is possible
to detect templates that resemble the input. Thus, the time filter
checks the evolution of the k-nearest neighbours and looks for
activation patterns that move through a template at about the
same speed as the input. Hence it searches diagonals in the
distance matrix. Figure 1 shows a very small example, with
only one template for each digit. The idea of a heuristic search
for an optimal sequence match by looking for diagonals can be
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function filter()
{foreach(nn in k_nearest_neighbours)

if(template_head(nn))
trigger(nn)
elseif(active(nn))
if(activation_too_old(nn))
cleanup_activation_window(nn)

else
trigger(nn)

endfor
}
function trigger(nn)
{update_score(nn)
activate_successors(nn)
if(has_template_end_successor(nn))
if(template_end_score(nn)>threshold)
activate_template(nn)

}

e 2: Pseudo-code skeleton of the processing of the k-
st neighbours in the time filter.

in other research areas as well. One example is sequence
arity search in DNA or protein databases [9].
he time filter processes all templates in parallel in a fast,
synchronous algorithm. Figure 2 gives an outline of the
type algorithm. A few points need some extra explanation:

: The template head is the first part of the template. Only
frames in the template head can trigger without having
been activated.

: Activations expire when the cause of the activation hap-
pened more than maxGapSize input frames ago.

: When encountering an expired activation, the whole
window is deactivated. Since activation windows have
a fixed size, this is done in constant time.

3: The filter score of the triggered frame is based on the
score of the source of the activation, the distance score
of the nearest neighbour and a weight that penalizes de-
viation from the diagonal. The weight is similar to the
local skipping weights of the DTW algorithm.

4: When a filter frame is triggered by a nearest neighbour,
its immediate successors (determined by the maximal al-
lowed size of gaps) within the template become active.

5: When the last frame of a template becomes active, its
score is checked, and if it is above a certain threshold, the
template is selected. The threshold is dependent on the
length of the template, but can also be made dependent
on the template transcription.

of the called functions runs in constant time, and since the
oop is over the list of k-nearest neighbours, the time filter’s
complexity is linear in the number of nearest neighbours.
ince the filter does not keep track of when the activation
d, and only detects interesting templates when they have
processed completely, the start of the activation has to be
ed based on the end time. For robustness the template is
active during a certain time window. Furthermore, most
there will be multiple activation paths close to each other,
ing in an even wider activation window. The bases of
ia in figure 1 denote the region in which a template be-

ng is activated; the tops are the windows in which the filter
of the template end is high enough for activation.
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Figure 3: Effect of database size on recognition performance
for the top-down DTW recognizer and the new architecture. The
repeated experiments are shown with a one-sigma errorbar.

4. Experiments
A first set of experiments was performed on the TI-Digits con-
nected digit string recognition task. Since the vocabulary only
consists of eleven digits, word templates were used.

The objective of the presented experiments was to validate
the concept of bottom-up template selection by comparing it
with a strictly top-down DTW recognizer. Our main interest
was the behavior of both setups with increasing database size.
The only difference between the two setups is that paths in the
top-down recognizer can branch to all examples after a partial
alignment, while in the bottom-up system only the selected tem-
plates are candidate for further expansion. In the template se-
lection module, 1% of all distances were used as nearest neigh-
bours.

Highly optimizing the recognizer for such a simple task by
discriminant training or by tweaking the preprocessing unit can
yield extremely low error rates [10]. This was not our goal
at this point in the development. We have used a simple pro-
totype system with sine-liftered cepstral coefficients and first-
order time derivatives. With context-independent templates and
without optimization of transition costs, an error rate of about
2% is obtained. This setup is used in the comparative experi-
ments on database size, template selection and beamwidth. It
should be noted that the error rate is readily reduced to below
1% when using context-dependent templates.

Figure 3 shows recognition results for different database
sizes. The smaller databases were random subsamplings of the
complete TI-Digits trainset. To average out effects caused by
the random subsampling, each of the tests were run ten times.
Obviously, tests using the full training database have been run
only once. To limit recognition time, only a small subset of the
testset was used.

As can be seen on the figures, the experiments confirm our
suspicion that a top-down beam search is unable to deal with
large databases. When using a maximal beam width (i.e. the
maximal number of parallel paths in the search) of 10000, the
top-down setup gradually starts to deteriorate when the database
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es larger than 15000 examples. With a smaller beamsize,
s for the top-down setup are catastrophic when the num-
f examples exceeds 10000. In both cases, the new archi-
e performs about the same with increasing database size
reaching a near optimum somewhere around 10000 ex-
s. It is not clear why the performance of the bottom-up

does not improve any further, but it can be argued that a
ousand examples is sufficient for such a small vocabulary

5. Conclusions
troduced a new architecture for large vocabulary continu-
eech recognition. Several new concepts were introduced.

m-up template selection is used to limit the search space.
late concatenation costs result in implicit adaptation and
for flexible use of contextual information. Only a few

of the proposed system are implemented today, but the
m-up template selection has been tested and proved to be
e improvement over top-down example based search. Pre-
ary experiments on the use of template concatenation costs
on acoustic context also showed a large improvement. We
ed the parts that need further research and are the best can-
s to contribute to an improved performance.
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